
DESIGN UNIQUE PLAYSETS.  
REINVENT PLAYING.
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OUR DISTINCTION
DESIGNED EXPRESSLY FOR CHILDREN. CREATED BY VERY PASSIoNATE PEoPLE.

WHITE CEDAR
White cedar. A natural way to do better.
Over 20 years. This is indeed the natural useful life of white cedar with which we build our playsets. This soft wood species, without 
sprinters and highly resistant, defends itself naturally against mildew and insects. No chemical treatment. No metal treatment. Only quality 
and resistance. Conclusion: safe playsets, healthy for the environment and your children. Playsets that will grow along with them.

RUGGED CONSTRUCTION
Designed for your « Featherweights ». Robust enough for the « Heavyweights ».
We build on solid ground. Numerous beams, 4 X 4 corner braces, 4 X 4 posts, white cedar resistant to everything, use of glue-laminated 
wood, a manufacturing technique of wooden pieces which has proven itself, bolts and nuts plated with highly resistant zinc... No small 
pieces. No slats. No half-measures. Only robust and durable materials. Including the « navy » type canvas, fully resistant. Moreover, our 
playsets are self-supporting; they don’t need to be anchored in the ground and may be relocated and even moved. Ingenious. Unique.

A QUEBEC PRODUCT
Created by us. Designed for you.
Our creations are 100% made in Quebec. We are people from Quebec. A net advantage since we can create customized models. Plus: 
a better quality control, the use of materials known for their reliability, and an after-sale service highly personalized. That is how we do 
business. That is how, also, we create jobs at home.

DURABLE
Entertain children for a long time. A very long time.
Momentary pleasure? Not part of our strategy. Our playsets are made to last. Made of white cedar, a wood species well-known to resist 
all kinds of weather and insect damages. Assembled according to techniques ensuring the stability of the installations with high quality 
hardware, the playsets will amuse children as long as they want to.

SAFETY
Unwavering Commitment to Safety for all your kids.
We do know safety standards. Our playsets are always built having the safety of your children in mind. All our structures are designed so that 
no children will fall or get caught. The safety of the children and the peace of mind of the parents are a must at Les Jeux Modul’Air. Playing 
is a serious matter for us.

CUSTOMIZED DESIGN
Designed by very passionate people. Tested by kids.
In the beginning, there was a father who wanted to offer his children a quality playset. Then he wished to see them have fun, year after 
year. This is the foundation on which Les Jeux Modul’Air was built. Today, Les Jeux Modul’Air playsets are designed for all kinds of spaces 
with various uses. Single family homes, camping sites, camps, private properties, orchards or other types of business, small municipalities, 
suburbs or remote areas… we propose personalized models to meet all needs in addition to really amusing accessories: Les Jeux Modul’Air 
is a world of possibilities.

EVOLUTION
Today’s family is evolving. So are our playsets.
The family is becoming larger. The children are growing up. The addition of a tower, the replacement of a toddler swing to a tire swing, the 
installation of a turbo slide, the addition of some beams to allow new possibilities, increase the difficulty level and renew the pleasure. This is 
a matter of making your set cost effective.

LEGEND :

  Total number of children who could play on the outdoor playset, depending on the options chosen.
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OUTDOOR PLAYSETS

A playset that will make your kids happy. From the toddler swing to the 
classical swing, and the tire; the swing is a must for everyone, small 
ones and grown-ups. With its monkey bars, this set will please the 
more active children. This structure doesn’t take much space and it 
blends easily into your background.

2 to 4, depending on options

INCLUDES SPECIFICATIONS
•  2 frames ladders for access to the horizontal ladder
•  Horizontal ladder of 8’ accommodate two swings
•  Steel bars covered of plastic resine, choice of colors
•  2 swings with ropes, choice of colors
•  Swing hangers with hooks

AVAILABLES STRUCTURAL OPTIONS
•  Horizontal ladder of 10’ for three swings
•  Pear ball white cedar wood frame
•  Available with 1 rotative tire swing

INCLUDES SPECIFICATIONS
•  Tower with a 4’ x 4’ x 10’ high
•  8’ long 4x6 swing beam
•  Sand box under the floor
•  Inclined wooden ladder, steps made of 2x4
•  4’ wide climbing wall with rock pieces
•  High quality canvas roof, UV and water resistant
•  Wave slide for 4’ high deck
•  Swing hangers reinforced with steel insert
•  Two rope swings
•  Steering wheel, telescope and safety handles

AVAILABLES STRUCTURAL OPTIONS
•  Overhead wood beam of 4” x 6” x 10’ height for 3 swings
•  Overhead wood beam of 4” x 4” for more accessories
•  Monkey bars, lenth of your choice (maximum 10’)
•  Pear ball white cedar wood frame
•  Extra beams and rope ladder

THE UNIQUE

THE SWING

6 or 7, depending on options

It is the most cost effective playset on the market. This type of playset 
is so appreciated by families and family daycare centers that we carry 
it out in serial production. This set is a more simple design, without 
any compromise on durability. It, most definitely, represents an 
outstanding value!
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OUTDOOR PLAYSETS

Climbing, hanging, swinging, sliding… With its small access tower, 
the Econo is ideal for children who like to move around. On top of 
being cost effective, compact and well equipped, this playset will bring 
pleasure to your children... even for small backyards.

INCLUDES SPECIFICATIONS
•  Standard tower of 2’ x 4’ x 10’ height
•  Horizontal ladder of 8’ accommodate two swings
•  Frame ladder for acces to the horizontal ladder
•  Inclined wood ladder
•  High quality canvas roof, choice of colors
•  Steel bars covered of plastic resine, choice of colors
•  Inclined climbing wall of 2’ width with rock pieces includes
•  Wave slide for 4’ deck height, choice of colors
•  2 swings with ropes, choice of colors
•  Steering whell, telescope and safety handles, choice of colors

AVAILABLES STRUCTURAL OPTIONS
•  Secondary Standard tower of 2’ x 4’ x 10’ height
•  Horizontal ladder of 10’ for three swings
•  Inclined or vertical climbing wall of 4’ wide instead 2’ wide
•  Inclined ramp instead the traditional wood ladder
•  Overhead wood beam of 4” x 4” for more accessories
•  Luxuary series included wooden roof and decorative fences
•  Pear ball white cedar wood frame
•  Extra beams and rope ladder

INCLUDES SPECIFICATIONS
•  Standard tower of 4’ x 4’ x 10’ height
•  Overhead wood beam of 4” x 4” and 4” x 6” for the accessories
•  High quality canvas roof, choice of colors
•  Inclined wood ladder
•  Steel bars covered of plastic resine, choice of colors
•  Inclined or vertical climbing wall of 4’ width, rock pieces includes
•  Wave slide for 4’ deck height, choice of colors
•  Belt seat with ropes, choice of colors
•  Trapeze bar with plated zinc chain, choice of colors
•  Ladder rope 24” width
•  Steering whell, telescope and safety handles, choice of colors

AVAILABLES STRUCTURAL OPTIONS
•  Under floor picnic table
•  Inclined ramp instead the traditional wood ladder
•  Sand box with seats under deck
•  Extern sand box, 4’ x 6’ with seats and canvas roof
•  Pear ball white cedar wood frame
•  Luxuary series included wooden roof and decorative fences

THE COMPACT 4X4

THE ECONO

Small property? You don’t have to deprive your children from an 
attractive playset equipped with various accessories. Discreet and 
complete, the Compact is perfect for a small backyard as well as for 
the grand-parents who wish to offer a playing space to their grand-
children.

4 or 5, depending on options

3 or 4, depending on options
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OUTDOOR PLAYSETS

Small property? You don’t have to deprive your children from an 
attractive playset equipped with various accessories. Discreet and 
complete, the Compact is perfect for a small backyard as well as for 
the grand-parents who wish to offer a playing space to their grand-
children.

4 or 5, depending on options

5 or 6, depending on options

INCLUDES SPECIFICATIONS
•  Standard tower of 4’ x 6’ x 10’ height
•  Overhead wood beam of 4” x 4” and 4” x 6” for the accessories
•  High quality canvas roof, choice of colors
•  Inclined wood ladder
•  Steel bars covered of plastic resine, choice of colors
•  Inclined or vertical climbing wall of 4’ width, rock pieces includes
•  Wave slide for 4’ deck height, choice of colors
•  Belt seat with ropes, choice of colors
•  Trapeze bar with plated zinc chain, choice of colors
•  Ladder rope 24” width
•  Steering whell, telescope and safety handles, choice of colors

AVAILABLES STRUCTURAL OPTIONS
•  Athletic version with deck
•  Under floor picnic table
•  Inclined ramp instead the traditional wood ladder
•  Sand box with seats under deck
•  Extern sand box, 4’ x 6’ with seats and canvas roof
•  Pear ball white cedar wood frame
•  Luxuary series included wooden roof and decorative fences

INCLUDES SPECIFICATIONS
•  Standard tower of 4’ x 6’ x 10’ height
•  Tower acces of 2’ x 2’ x 10’ height
•  Overhead wood beam of 4” x 4” and 4” x 6” for the accessories
•  High quality canvas roof, choice of colors
•  Inclined wood ladder
•  Steel bars covered of plastic resine, choice of colors
•  Inclined or vertical climbing wall of 4’ width, rock pieces includes
• Turbo slide G-109 for 7’ deck height, choice of colors
•  Belt seat with ropes, choice of colors
•  Trapeze bar with plated zinc chain, choice of colors
•  Ladder rope 24” width
•  Steering whell, telescope and safety handles, choice of colors

AVAILABLES STRUCTURAL OPTIONS
•  Athletic version with deck
•  Under floor picnic table
•  Inclined ramp instead the traditional wood ladder
•  Sand box with seats under deck
•  Extern sand box, 4’ x 6’ with seats and canvas roof
•  Pear ball white cedar wood frame
•  Luxuary series included wooden roof and decorative fences

THE TURBO COMPACT

THE COMPACT 4X6

Add a dose of strong sensations to the Compact with the addition 
of a turbo slide. Then you get a playset that combines admirably 
the practical aspect of a smaller set and the pleasure of playing in a 
complete and stimulating space.
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OUTDOOR PLAYSETS

A classical that will never be outdated. The Simplex is quite polyvalent; 
a wide variety of components, structural options and accessories may 
be adapted to it. Children who love multiple challenges will enjoy it for 
hours and hours.

INCLUDES SPECIFICATIONS
•  Standard tower of 4’ x 4’ x 10’ height 
•  Horizontal ladder of 8’ accommodate two swings
•  Frame ladder for acces to the horizontal ladder
•  High quality canvas roof, choice of colors
•  Inclined wood ladder
•  Steel bars covered of plastic resine, choice of colors
• Inclined or vertical climbing wall of 4’ width, rock pieces includes
•  Wave slide for 4’ deck height, choice of colors
•  2 swings with ropes, choice of colors
•  Steering whell, telescope and safety handles, choice of colors

AVAILABLES STRUCTURAL OPTIONS
•  Horizontal ladder of 10’ for three swings
•  Under floor picnic table
•  Inclined ramp instead the traditional wood ladder
•  Sand box with seats under deck
•  Extern sand box, 4’ x 6’ with seats and canvas roof
•  Overhead wood beam of 4” x 4” for more accessories
•  Pear ball white cedar wood frame
•  Luxuary series included wooden roof and decorative fences
•  Extra beams and rope ladder

INCLUDES SPECIFICATIONS
•  Standard tower of 4’ x 6’ x 10’ height
•  Horizontal ladder of 8’ accommodate two swings
•  Frame ladder for acces to the horizontal ladder
•  High quality canvas roof, choice of colors
•  Inclined wood ladder
•  Steel bars covered of plastic resine, choice of colors
•  Inclined or vertical climbing wall of 4’ width, rock pieces includes
•  Wave slide for 4’ deck height, choice of colors
•  2 swings with ropes, choice of colors
•  Steering whell, telescope and safety handles, choice of colors

AVAILABLES STRUCTURAL OPTIONS
•  Athletic version with deck
•  Horizontal ladder of 10’ for three swings
•  Under floor picnic table
•  Inclined ramp instead the traditional wood ladder
•  Sand box with seats under deck
•  Extern sand box, 4’ x 6’ with seats and canvas roof
•  Overhead wood beam of 4” x 4” for more accessories
•  Pear ball white cedar wood frame
•  Luxuary series included wooden roof and decorative fences
•  Extra beams and rope ladder

THE SIMPLEX 4X6

THE SIMPLEX 4X4

A classical that will never be outdated. The Simplex is quite polyvalent; 
a wide variety of components, structural options and accessories may 
be adapted to it. Children who love multiple challenges will enjoy it for 
hours and hours.

7 or 8, depending on options

8 or 9, depending on options
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OUTDOOR PLAYSETS

The Simplex appealed to you? Your children are eager to experience 
extreme slides? The Turbo Simples is THE solution for children from 
2 to 12. Add a 2x2 walkway tower or an octagonal walkway tower to 
access the slide and you get a playset that will make the more active 
ones very happy.

9 or 10, depending on options

INCLUDES SPECIFICATIONS
•  Standard tower of 4’ x 6’ x 10’ height
•  Tower acces of 2’ x 2’ x 10’ height
•  Horizontal ladder of 8’ accommodate two swings
•  Frame ladder for acces to the horizontal ladder
•  High quality canvas roof, choice of colors
•  Inclined wood ladder
•  Steel bars covered of plastic resine, choice of colors
•  Inclined or vertical climbing wall of 4’ width, rock pieces includes
• Turbo slide G-109 for 7’ deck height, choice of colors
•  2 swings with ropes, choice of colors
•  Steering whell, telescope and safety handles, choice of colors

AVAILABLES STRUCTURAL OPTIONS
•  Athletic version with deck
•  Horizontal ladder of 10’ for three swings
•  Under floor picnic table
•  Inclined ramp instead the traditional wood ladder
•  Sand box with seats under deck
•  Extern sand box, 4’ x 6’ with seats and canvas roof
•  Overhead wood beam of 4” x 4” for more accessories
•  Pear ball white cedar wood frame
•  Luxuary series included wooden roof and decorative fences
•  Extra beams and rope ladder

INCLUDES SPECIFICATIONS
•  Standard tower of 4’ x 4’ x 10’ height
•  Secondary tower of 2’ x 4’ x 10’ height
•  Horizontal ladder of 8’ accommodate two swings
•  High quality canvas roof, choice of colors
•  Inclined wood ladder
•  Steel bars covered of plastic resine, choice of colors
•  Inclined or vertical climbing wall of 4’ width, rock pieces includes
•  Wave slide for 4’ deck height, choice of colors
•  2 swings with ropes, choice of colors
•  Steering whell, telescope and safety handles, choice of colors

AVAILABLES STRUCTURAL OPTIONS
•  Horizontal ladder of 10’ for three swings
•  Under floor picnic table
•  Inclined ramp instead the traditional wood ladder
•  Sand box with seats under deck
•  Extern sand box, 4’ x 6’ with seats and canvas roof
•  Overhead wood beam of 4” x 4” for more accessories
•  Pear ball white cedar wood frame
•  Luxuary series included wooden roof and decorative fences
•  Extra beams and rope ladder

THE DEMI-TOUR 4X4

THE TURBO SIMPLEX

Double the pleasure and multiply the possibilities! With its second 
tower, the Demi-tour makes it possible to add a second slide and two 
climbing walls as well as several swings. Children may cross from one 
side to the other with the monkey bars.

10 or 11, depending on options
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OUTDOOR PLAYSETS

Double the pleasure and multiply the possibilities! With its second 
tower, the Demi-tour makes it possible to add a second slide and two 
climbing walls as well as several swings. Children may cross from one 
side to the other with the monkey bars.

11 or 12, depending on options

INCLUDES SPECIFICATIONS
•  Standard tower of 4’ x 6’ x 10’ height
•  Secondary tower of 2’ x 4’ x 10’ height
•  Horizontal ladder of 8’ accommodate two swings
•  High quality canvas roof, choice of colors
•  Inclined wood ladder
•  Steel bars covered of plastic resine, choice of colors
•  Inclined or vertical climbing wall of 4’ width, rock pieces includes
•  Wave slide for 4’ deck height, choice of colors
•  2 swings with ropes, choice of colors
•  Steering whell, telescope and safety handles, choice of colors

AVAILABLES STRUCTURAL OPTIONS
•  Athletic version with deck
•  Horizontal ladder of 10’ for three swings
•  Under floor picnic table
•  Inclined ramp instead the traditional wood ladder
•  Sand box with seats under deck
•  Extern sand box, 4’ x 6’ with seats and canvas roof
•  Overhead wood beam of 4” x 4” for more accessories
•  Pear ball white cedar wood frame
•  Luxuary series included wooden roof and decorative fences
•  Extra beams and rope ladder

INCLUDES SPECIFICATIONS
•  Standard tower of 4’ x 6’ x 10’ height
•  Tower acces of 2’ x 2’ x 10’ height
•  Secondary tower of 2’ x 4’ x 10’ height
•  Horizontal ladder of 8’ accommodate two swings
•  High quality canvas roof, choice of colors
• Inclined wood ladder
•  Steel bars covered of plastic resine, choice of colors
•  Inclined or vertical climbing wall of 4’ width, rock pieces includes
• Turbo slide G-109 for 7’ deck height, choice of colors
•  2 swings with ropes, choice of colors
•  Steering whell, telescope and safety handles, choice of colors

AVAILABLES STRUCTURAL OPTIONS
•  Athletic version with deck
•  Under floor picnic table
•  Inclined ramp instead the traditional wood ladder
•  Sand box with seats under deck
•  Extern sand box, 4’ x 6’ with seats and canvas roof
•  Overhead wood beam of 4” x 4” for more accessories
•  Pear ball white cedar wood frame
•  Luxuary series included wooden roof and decorative fences
•  Extra beams and rope ladder

THE TURBO DEMI-TOUR

THE DEMI-TOUR 4X6

Your children enjoy speed and love to move around? Add a turbo slide 
to the Demi-Tour to conGreen it into a dynamic and infinitely amusing 
playset, endlessly adaptable. An excellent investment that will keep 
your children on the move for a long long time.

12 or 13, depending on options
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OUTDOOR PLAYSETS

The dream playset and is the favorite one for big families, camping sites, 
camps, private properties, orchards or other types of business, small 
municipalities, suburbs or remote areas... Tunnel, bridge, monkey bars, 
swings, slides... The Duplex makes it possible to adapt a wide variety of 
accessories and offers endless possibilities. You only have to ask.

13 or 14, depending on options

INCLUDES SPECIFICATIONS
•  2 standards tower of 4’ x 4’ x 10’ height
• Horizontal ladder of 10’ for three swings
• Overhead wood beam of 4” x 4” for more accessories
• High quality canvas roof, choice of colors
• 2 inclined wood ladders
• Steel bars covered of plastic resine, choice of colors
• Inclined or vertical climbing wall of 4’ width, rock pieces includes
• Wave slide for 4’ deck height, choice of colors
• 2 swings with ropes, choice of colors
• Two belts seats with ropes, choice of colors
• Baby swings B-103 with ropes
• Trapeze bar, ladder rope 24” width and fire pole
• Steering wheel, telescope, periscope and safety hand grip, choice of colors

AVAILABLES STRUCTURAL OPTIONS
•  Under floor picnic table
•  Inclined ramp instead the traditional wood ladder
•  Sand box with seats under deck
•  Extern sand box, 4’ x 6’ with seats and canvas roof
•  Overhead wood beam of 4” x 4” for more accessories
•  Pear ball white cedar wood frame
•  Luxuary series included wooden roof and decorative fences

INCLUDES SPECIFICATIONS
•  Standard tower of 4’ x 6’ x 10’ height
•  Athletic tower of 4’ x 6’ x 10’ height
•  Horizontal ladder of 10’ for three swings
•  Overhead wood beam of 4” x 4” for more accessories
•  High quality canvas roof, choice of colors
•  2 Inclined wood ladders
•  Steel bars covered of plastic resine, choice of colors
•  Inclined or vertical climbing wall of 4’ width, rock pieces includes
•  Wave slide for 4’ deck height, choice of colors
•  2 swings with ropes, choice of colors
•  Two belts seats with ropes, choice of colors
•  Baby swings B-103 with ropes
•  Trapeze bar, ladder rope 24” width and fire pole
•  Steering wheel, telescope, periscope and safety hand grip, choice of colors

AVAILABLES STRUCTURAL OPTIONS
•  Under floor picnic table
•  Inclined ramp instead the traditional wood ladder
•  Sand box with seats under deck
•  Extern sand box, 4’ x 6’ with seats and canvas roof
•  Overhead wood beam of 4” x 4” for more accessories
•  Pear ball white cedar wood frame
•  Luxuary series included wooden roof and decorative fences

THE DUPLEX 4X6

THE DUPLEX 4X4

15 to 16, depending on options

The dream playset and is the favorite one for big families, camping sites, 
camps, private properties, orchards or other types of business, small 
municipalities, suburbs or remote areas... Tunnel, bridge, monkey bars, 
swings, slides... The Duplex makes it possible to adapt a wide variety of 
accessories and offers endless possibilities. You only have to ask.
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OUTDOOR PLAYSETS

INCLUDES SPECIFICATIONS
•  Standard tower of 4’ x 6’ x 10’ height
•  Athletic tower of 4’ x 6’ x 10’ height
•  Tower acces of 2’ x 2’ x 10’ height
•  Horizontal ladder of 10’ for three swings
•  Overhead wood beam of 4” x 4” for more accessories
•  High quality canvas roof, choice of colors
•  2 Inclined wood ladders
•  Steel bars covered of plastic resine, choice of colors
•  Inclined or vertical climbing wall of 4’ width, rock pieces includes
•  Turbo slide G-109 for 7’ deck height, choice of colors
•  Wave slide for 4’ deck height, choice of colors
•  2 swings with ropes, choice of colors
•  Two belts seats with ropes, choice of colors
•  Baby swings B-103 with ropes
•  Trapeze bar, ladder rope 24” width and fire pole
•  Steering wheel, telescope, periscope and safety hand grip, choice of colors

THE TURBO DUPLEX

Give your playset an extreme feature. Your playset is already a dream for your children, but imagine if you add a turbo slide to it. We offer a wide 
range of options, infinite possibilities of set-ups, and original and fun accessories... The Turbo Duplex is the summon playset for children!

16 or 17, depending on options

AVAILABLES STRUCTURAL OPTIONS
•  Athletic version with deck
•  Under floor picnic table
•  Inclined ramp instead the traditional wood ladder
•  Sand box with seats under deck
•  Extern sand box, 4’ x 6’ with seats and canvas roof
•  Overhead wood beam of 4” x 4” for more accessories
•  Pear ball white cedar wood frame
•  Luxuary series included wooden roof and decorative fences
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ACCESSORIES

D-101
•  Polyethylene steering
•  Diameter of 13’’
•  Mounting hardware included
•  Residential use

D-107
•  Binoculars
•  Clear lenses
•  Mounting hardware included
•  Grade résidentie

D-104
•  Telescope
•  Length of 12’’
•  Mounting hardware included
•  Residential use

D-102
•  Ship wheel
•  Diameter of 11 ¼’’
•  Mounting hardware included
•  Residential use

D-109
•  Safety handles
• Length of 13’’
•  Sold in pair
•  Mounting hardware included
•  Residential use

D-105
•  Periscope with mirors
• Length of 15 ½’’
•  Mounting hardware included
•  Residential use

D-103
•  Ship wheel
•  Diameter of 19’’
•  Mounting hardware included
•  Residential use

D-110
•  Metal safety handles for 2x4
• Length of 37’’
•  Sold in pair
•  Hardware not included
•  Commercial use

D-106
•  Cordless phone
•  Keyboard fun
•  Mounting hardware included
•  Residential use

Yellow

Yellow

Yellow

Yellow

Yellow

Yellow

Blue Blue

Blue

Blue

Blue

Red

Red

Green

Green

Green

Green

Green

Green

Available color

Available color

Available color

Available color

Available color

Available color

Green

Available color

Yellow

BlueRed

Green Green

Available color Available color
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ACCESSORIES

Yellow Yellow

Yellow

Blue Blue

Blue

Red Red

Red

Green Green

Green Green

Available color Available color

Available color Available color

Available color

D-110A
•  Metal safety handles
• Length of 22’’
•  Sold in pair
•  Hardware not included
•  Commercial use

D-115A
•  Bar 36’’ long for pear ball
•  Diameter of 1’’
•  Made of painted steel
•  Bearing with hook included
•  Commercial use

D-113
•  Abacus ball
•  1’’ hole for dowel
•  Dowel not included
•  Sold by unit
•  Residential use

D-111
•  Tic tac toe
•  12’’ width x 19’’ of high
•  Mounting hardware included
•  Residential use

D-116
•  Flags
•  Opening for dowel
•  Dowel not included
•  Sold in pair

D-114
•  Punching bag
•  Diameter of 11’’
• Length of 53’’
•  Inside foam
•  Residential use

D-112
•  Tic tac toe
•  24’’ width x 30’’ of high
•  Mounting hardware included
•  Wood frame in option (+ 45$))
•  Commercial use

D-117
•  Decorative window with shutters
•  Made from polyethylene
•  14’’ width x 22’’ of high
•  Residential use

D-115
•  Pear ball
•  Diameter of 15’’
•  Made from real leather
•  Commercial use

TanNoir

Green

Available color
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SWINGS/ACCESSORIES

B-101
•  Fully enclosed baby seat
•  Galvanized hardware
•  Residential use

B-103
•  High back baby seat
•  Ropes and armrest
•  Residential use

B-102
•  Half enclosed baby seat
•  Galvanized hardware
•  Residential use

B-101A
•  Fully enclosed baby seat with chains
•  Galvanized hardware
•  Plastisol chain on 18’’ long
•  Residential use

B-104
•  Belt seat with ropes
•  Seat with molded insert
•  Polyester double braid rope 3/8
•  Residential use

B-102A
•  Half enclosed baby seat with chains
•  Galvanized hardware
•  Plastisol chain on 18’’ long
•  Residential use

B-101C
•  Fully enclosed baby seat with ropes
•  Galvanized hardware
•  Polyester double braid rope 3/8
•  Residential use

B-105
•  Swing chains
•  Belt seat with molded insert
•  Plastisol chain on 32’’ long
•  Residential use

B-102C
•  Half enclosed baby seat with ropes
•  Galvanized hardware
•  Polyester double braid rope 3/8
•  Residential use

Yellow Yellow Yellow

Yellow Yellow Yellow

Blue Blue Blue

Blue Blue Blue

Red Red Red

Green Green Green

Green

Green Green Green

Available color Available color Available color

Available color

Available color Available color Available color

Yellow Yellow

Blue BlueRed Red

Green Green

Available color Available color
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SWINGS/ACCESSORIES

B-107
•  Belt seat
•  Belt seat with molded insert
•  Residential use

BC-101
•  Fully enclosed baby seat
•  Galvanized hardware
•  Commercial use

B-110
•  Glider swing with ropes
•  Includes hooks and hardwares
•  Polyester double braid rope 3/8
•  Residential use

B-108
•  Molded flat seat
•  Includes hooks and hardwares
•  Chains or ropes in option
•  Residential use

BC-101A 
•  Fully enclosed baby seat with chains
•  Galvanized hardware
•  Plastisol chain on 18’’ long
•  Commercial use

B-111
•  Glider swing with chains
•  Includes hooks and hardwares
•  Plastisol chain on 18’’ long
•  Residential use

B-109
•  Stand and swing
•  Includes hooks and hardwares
•  Chains or ropes in option
•  Residential use

BC-102
•  Commercial swing with chains
•  Belt with stainless steel insert
•  Plastisol chain on 32’’ long

Q-111
•  Glider swing brackets
•  Fits on 4x4 or 4x6
•  Hardware not included
•  Residential use

Yellow Yellow

Yellow Yellow

Blue Blue Blue

Blue Blue

Green Green

Green Green Green

Green Green

Available color Available color

Available color Available color Available color

Available color Available color

Yellow

BlueRed

Green

Available color
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SWINGS/ACCESSORIES

BC-104
•  Commercial swing with chains
•  Belt seat with galvanized hardware
•  Plastisol chain on 32’’ long

P-105
•  Rotative plastic tire
•  Tire swivel and shackles included
•  Plastisol chain on 32’’ long
•  Commercial use

P-101
•  Plastic tire swing only
•  4 mounting points
•  Residential use

BC-106
•  Commercial swing with chains
•  Flat seat with galvanized hardware
•  Plastisol chain on 32’’ long

T-110
•  Rotative plastic disc
•  Polyester double braid rope 3/8
•  Residential use

P-102
•  Plastic tire swing
•  Swing hangers Q-112 included
•  Plastisol chain on 32’’ long
•  Residential use

BC-108
•  Commercial adapted swing
•  Security harness included
•  Total of 92’’ of galvanized chains

T-111
•  Rotative plastic disc
•  Polyester ropes 5/8
•  Residential use

P-104
•  Rotative plastic tire only
•  3 mounting points
•  Commercial use
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CLIMBERS/ACCESSORIES

E-101
•  Composite sand holds
•  Package of 5 pieces
•  Mounting hardware included
•  Commercial use

E-107
•  Rope ladder 18’’
•  Polyester rope 3/8
•  Ash dowel of 1 ¼’’
•  Residential use
•  Maximum weight of 75 lbs

E-104
•  Composite sand holds
•  Package of 4 big pieces
•  Mounting hardware included
•  Commercial use

E-102
• Polyethylene holds
• Package of 5 pieces
• Mounting hardware included
• Residential use

E-108
•  Rope ladder 24’’
•  Polyester rope 3/8
•  Ash dowel of 1 ¼’’
•  Residential use
•  Maximum weight of 75 lbs

E-105
•  Climbing pannel of 12’’ x 12’’
•  1 or 2 holds by pannel
•  Sold by unit
•  Hardware not includeds

E-103
• Polyethylene holds
• Package of 4 pieces
• Mounting hardware included
• Residential use

E-109
•  Rope ladder 36’’
•  Polyester rope 3/8 
•  Ash dowel of 1 ¼’’
•  Residential use 
•  Maximum weight of 75 lbs

E-106
•  Knotted rope
•  Polyester ropes 5/8
•  Rope 12’ long
•  Residential use
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CLIMBERS/ACCESSORIES

E-110
•  Steel fire pole
•  Diameter of 1 ½’’
• Length of 98’’
•  Width of 22’’
•  Commercial use

T-112
•  Zip line
•  Wire cable of 35’
•  Age range 5-12 years
•  Maximum weight of 100 lbs
•  Residential use

EC-101
•  Steel climbing pole
•  Diameter of 1 ½’’
•  For 5’ deck height
•  Commercial use
•  On special order

E-111
•  Steel chin up bar
•  Diameter of 1 ½’’ 
• Length of 72’’
•  Width of 32’’
•  Commercial use

T-113
•  Zip line
•  Wire cable of 70’
•  Age range 8 years - adults
•  Maximum weight of 225 lbs
•  Residential use

EC-102
•  Steel climbing pole
•  Diameter of 1 ½’’
•  For 5’ deck height
•  Commercial use
•  On special order

E-112
•  Plastified steel bar
•  Bar of 8’ long
•  Diameter of 1’’
•  Linear foot pricing
•  Cost cutting in extra

T-114
•  Zip line
•  Wire cable of 90’ 
•  Age range 8 years - adults
•  Maximum weight of 250 lbs
•  Residential use

EC-103
•  Steel climbing pole
•  Diameter of 1 ½’’ 
•  For 5’ deck height 
•  Commercial use
•  On special order
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SLIDES/ACCESSORIES

G-101
•  8 ft wave slide
•  For 4’ deck height
•  Fits 19’’ opening
•  Residential use

G-104
•  10 ft double wall slide
•  For 5’ deck height
•  Fits 19’’ opening 
•  Residential use

G-102
•  10 ft wave slide
•  For 5’ deck height
•  Fits 19’’ opening
•  Residential use

G-105
• 14 ft double wall wave slide
•  For 7’ deck height
•  Fits 19’’ opening
•  On special order
•  Residential use

G-103 
•  10 ft double wall slide
•  For 5’ deck height de haut
•  Fits 19’’ opening
•  Residential use

G-106 
•  14 ft double wall straight slide
•  For 7’ deck height 
•  Fits 19’’ opening 
•  On special order
•  Residential use
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SLIDES/ACCESSORIES

G-107 
•  Spiral slide
•  For 5’ deck height
•  Fits 19’’ opening

G-110
•  Super turbo slide
•  For 7’ deck height
•  Face plate of 29.5’’ x 34.75’’
•  Commercial use
•  On special order

G-108
•  Turbo straight slide
•  For 5’ deck height
•  Face plate of 29.5’’ x 34.75’’
•  Residential use

G-111
•  Double bedway slide
•  For 3’, 4’, 5’, 6’ deck height
•  Commercial use
•  On special order

G-109 
•  Super turbo slide
•  For 7’ deck height
•  Face plate of 29.5’’ x 34.75’’
•  Residential use

G-112
• Tube slide
• For 3’ to 8’ deck height
• Commercial use
• On special order
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TRAPEZES/ACCESSORIES

TC-102
•  Plastisol bar of 20’’ long
•  Plastisol aluminium rings
•  Plastisol chain on 18’’ long
•  Commercial use

T-101
•  Steel bar paint of 20’’ long
•  Plastic rings included
•  Zinc chains 3/16
•  Residential use

T-109
•  Plastisol bar of 20’’ long
•  Plastic rings included
•  Balloon of 15’’ diameter
•  Zinc chains 3/16
•  Residential use

T-105
•  Polyethylene trapeze bar
•  Integrated rings
•  Plastisol chain on 18’’ long
•  Residential use

T-102
•  Steel bar paint of 20’’ long
•  Plastic rings included
•  Plastisol chain on 18’’ long
•  Residential use

TC-101
•  Plastisol aluminium rings
•  Sold in pair
•  Commercial use

T-107
•  Gymnast rings
•  Plastic rings included
•  Zinc chains 3/16
•  Residential use

T-104
•  Polyethylene trapeze bar
•  Integrated rings
•  Zinc chains 3/16
•  Residential use

T-108
•  Plastic rings included
•  Sold in pair
•  Residential use
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HARDWARE/ACCESSORIES

Q-102
•  Srew swing hanger
•  Yellow zinc plated
•  Diameter of 3/8
•  Nylon bushing
•  Residential use

Q-114
•  Tire swivel 
•  Made from galvanized steel
•  Grease valv included
•  Residential use

Q-110
•  Tire eye bolts
•  Zinc plated
•  Sold in packs of 3
•  Residential use

Q-103
•  Bolt swing hanger 4’’
•  Diameter of 3/8
•  Nylon bushing
•  Residential use

Q-122
•  Bracket assembly
•  Made of painted steel
•  Fit for 4X4 and 4X6
•  Hardware not included
•  Sold by unit
•  Residential use

Q-112
•  Swing hangers
•  Strong polyethylene
•  Pendulum reinforced steel
•  Sold in pair
•  Residential use

Q-105
•  Bolt swing hanger 6’’
•  Diameter of 3/8
•  Nylon bushing
•  Residential use

Q-123
•  Strong bracket assembly
•  Made of painted steel
•  Fit for 4X4 and 4X6
•  Hardware not included
•  Sold by unit
•  Residential use

Q-113
•  Swing hangers 
•  Made from galvanized steel 
•  Sold in pair
•  Commercial use
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GARANTIES

ACCESSORIES
Les jeux Modul’Air guarantees the playset accessories for a period of one year from the 
date of delivery. Reimbursements must be done within 10 days following date of receipt of 
merchandise and it has to be in its original packaging. Return charges are at the expense of 
the buyer.

RESIDENTIAL PLAYSETS
The playset structure made of white cedar is guaranteed for a period of 5 years against major 
decay, manufacturing defect and/or normal wear and tear. The guaranty covers the playset 
for residential use and it is not valid if the playset has been damaged somehow by major 
adverse weather (thunderbolt, fire, and high wind), vandalism or an inadequate installation. 
The guaranty against decay is not valid is there is sign of obvious lack of maintenance. We 
recommend that you inspect the set on an annual basis and that you use epoxy paste to 
repair the affected spots as soon as they appear to avoid major degradation of the wood. The 
playset accessories are guaranteed for a period of one year for residential use.

COMMERCIAL PLAYSETS
The playset structure made of white cedar are guaranteed for a period of 5 years against 
major decay; no other types of guaranty are applicable. The guaranty against decay is not 
valid is there is sign of obvious lack of maintenance. We recommend that you inspect the 
set on an annual basis and that you use epoxy paste to repair the affected spots as soon 
as they appear to avoid major degradation of the wood. Only the 
commercial grade accessories are guaranteed for 1 year, 
all other noncommercial accessories do not carry  
any guaranty.

The applicable guaranties are not 
transferable in anyway.



DESIGN UNIQUE PLAYSETS.  
REINVENT PLAYING.

2661, boulevard Terra Jet
Saint-Cyrille-de-Wendover, QC 
Canada  J1Z 1B3

P. 819 479-7552
E. info@jeuxmodulair.com

jeuxmodulair.com

Distributed by:


